Santa Ana winds blast San Luis with some African heat

By Donna Taylor

San Luis Obispointedalareshot Monday, receiving notoriety on the “Today” show for being the hotspot of the country Sunday with 111-degree temperatures.

Temperatures as high as 108 degrees sizzled San Luis Obispo over the weekend, but they are expected to return to normal by this afternoon. Thursday, however, unbearable temperatures caused many a student to go off class in favor of catching some rays at Avila. There were also rumblings of classes and labs being canceled due to a lack of air conditioning in classrooms.

Students with classes in the Computer Science, Fischer Science and Music buildings may have gotten a break from the high temperatures, as the buildings are partially cooled by air conditioning. Those in the Administration Building, the University Union, most classrooms on campus, however, were on their own to try to beat the heat, using notebooks to fan their perspiring faces.

Gary Ryan of the National Weather Service branch in Santa Maria said that the hot trend is not as unusual for October as people may think.

“We call this typical Santa Ana conditions, and it’s usually a three-day event,” he said. “The hot weather is caused by high pressure over the Great Basin (Nevada and Utah), and conflictng low pressure off the California coast. Hot wind is therefore blowing from the valley, which cancels out the sea breeze we normally get.”

“By Tuesday, things should be back to normal,” said Ryan. “Extreme weather records are not kept in San Luis Obispo, but this could definitely be close to a record. However, October as a whole often has several days over 100 degrees, and then the winter mode takes over in November.”

Students find value in ag projects

Program offers experience, units and money to all majors

By Julie Williams

Every quarter nearly 200 Cal Poly students are gaining practical experience and earning elective units while trying to make some money, but it’s not through internships or cooperative educational programs.

The School of Agriculture offers the opportunity to students through enterprise programs. All departments within the school offer these programs.

“It used to be that mostly farmers entered the School of Agriculture, where now we have less than 20 percent of our students coming from a farm,” said Wes Mueller, crop science professor and adviser. “Many are interested in the field, but may never have even been on a tractor before.”

More than 300 acres of land on campus are used for the enterprise program. The crop science department has projects in tree crops (nuts, citrus and avocados), field crops (wheat, barley, oats and corn) and a wide variety of vegetables.

Under the help and supervision of the project adviser, students are responsible for preparing the land and soil, planting the seeds, nurturing the plants during growth, harvesting the yield and selling the final product. Depending on the crop, students will learn about various herbicides and fertilizers and their applications or how to run a tractor or combine, a machine used in harvesting.

Most of the crops are sold at Farmer’s Market, local stores and the Campus Store. Field crops are generally sold to feed mills, including the one at Cal Poly, seed companies, ranches or people in the community needing some hay or feed. Sometimes the field crops are sold before they are even harvested by signing a contract with a buyer after planting.

Each group of students see ENTERPRISE, page 4

Many factors keep Poly grads in town

By Donna Taylor

We all remember what made us decide to come to Cal Poly — its great academic reputation, the beach, the weather. But what makes 8 to 9 percent of Cal Poly graduates stay in San Luis Obispo?

Alumni who have chosen to make a home and a living on the Central Coast offered a range of answers to that question.

Debbie Eastman, a 1986 graduate, owns Volny Construction on Broad Street.

“I majored in architectural engineering,” said Volny, “and I built houses to pay for my education.”

Volny, originally from Chico, began his own company right after graduation, and his accomplishments have included the construction of the Cal Poly swimming pool and remodeling of several houses.

“San Luis Obispo has been good to me. I’m very happy I decided to stay,” said Volny, who raised three children here.

“Several of my friends are envious of me because I could stay, but they couldn’t because the job market is just not here.”

Joanne Dowty is vice president of marketing for Wings West (which owns American Eagle air service), but she agreed that job opportunities are limited in San Luis Obispo.

“I worked with Swift Air until See ALUMNI, page 5

See page 7

SAE mobile

A car that weighs 150 pounds is controlled by a joy stick and can travel 757 miles in less than one gallon of gas.

See page 7

Muir Hall’s intramural soccer team celebrates their victory in Kingsway style, are no doubt happy the U.S. fountain has come out of hibernation.
The media is here for a reason

Recently Gary Hart and the Central Intelligence Agency have fired criticism at the media, accusing it of ruthless tactics and indiscriminate judgment. Gary Hart blamed the media for ending his career and called reporting practices "headhunting." The CIA doesn't like Americans with liberal beliefs.

Hart and the CIA can complain all they want, but it is a fact that the media is only doing its job. If it weren't, we would have someone like Hart or Joe Biden running our country, and the CIA might exercise a free hand in the world. That wouldn't be American.

The media is there to help the people make decisions about their world. Sifting through the dirt is an important part of their world. Sifting through the dirt is an important part of the process. Sifting through the dirt is an important part of the process

It comes to light.

It goes by unnoticed by, like, all of us. You know, it's like part of our everyday speech. People don't "say" they "go." For example, I asked him what he meant and he goes, "it totally just told you, dude!" Another form of "to say" is "all," often prefixed by the verb to be (with an apostrophe 'a'). Example: "He's all, I totally just told you, dude!" "Totally" is another word that is improperly overused. So is "whatever." Another example: "She said, give it a rest and I'm like, whatever." This is an actual phrase I overheard on this academically superior campus, a college that Money Magazine called one of the nation's 10 best buys for the education. Maybe our poverty contributes to this wanna-be-a-valley-girl language.

Children's Center values exposure

Dear Polly Harrigan:

Please inform your readers of the correct information so that rumors regarding the parking structure are not circulated.

—Michael Hicks
Project Engineer

Letters to the editor

Parking structure facts incorrect

Editor: I was pleased to see your interest in the downtown parking structure in the picture in the Oct. 1 edition of Mustang Daily. However, as a June 1987 Cal Poly graduate in construction management and project engineer on the job, I thought some of the facts should be set straight.

Basically, the data that was included in the caption is data for the proposed parking structure, not the one currently under construction. The workers in your picture are pouring concrete, not cement, into the foundation mixed with sand, gravel and water to form concrete to form the third level of the structure. The site where the picture was taken is located at the corner of Palm and Morro streets. The structure will have four levels, but the correct number of parking spots is 420. The construction costs for the project are $3 million, which does not include land and development costs. The City Council awarded the project to Pokrajac Construction in April 1987 and the completion date is scheduled for January 1988.

—Michael Hicks
Project Engineer

Children's Center values exposure

Editor: Thank you for the excellent update regarding the Cal Poly Children's Center in your Sept. 24 edition. On behalf of the Cal Poly faculty and staff who began vocalizing their child care concerns during spring quarter of this year, we applaud all coverage of child care issues on campus! As stated in your article, expanded child care is desperately needed at Cal Poly and we're over due. We look forward to continued attention to this critical issue and, hopefully, to campus support of upcoming child care initiatives.

—Susan Sumaggi
—Mara Crawley
—Terry Lanzone
—Polly Harrigan

OPINION

Like, language as we know it is eroding into oblivion, dude

I have just figured out the reasoning behind all those recent developments at Cal Poly. The language we have been speaking and listening to has been eroding faster and faster into a new language. Language as we know it will no longer fit in with the new language. Language as we know it will no longer fit in with the new language.

We're gonna learn that E totally equals me squared, dudes. Then again, if they did talk that way. How many times have you heard a professor say "Like, today we're gonna learn that E totally equals me squared, dude?" Then again, if they did talk that way.

I made a conscious effort to rid myself of this language demon, but it like haunts me everywhere.
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by Berke Breathed

Trump card
State

State loses high court appeal on uncovered Mono Lake land

WASHINGTON (AP) — California lost a Supreme Court appeal today in its battle with the federal government over ownership of land exposed by waters receding from Mono Lake.

The court, without comment, left intact a ruling that the federal government has title to nearly 12,000 acres of mineral-rich land no longer covered by the lake, located east of the Sierra Nevada in California. The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, applying a federal law, ruled last December that the uncovered land belongs to the federal government.

Key to the ruling was the fact that the water has receded gradually and imperceptibly, and not in any sudden or violent shifts in the lake's boundaries.

"Shoreline migration over the lake as a whole has clearly not been sudden and perceptible," the appeals court said. "More important, California's gradual loss of its property in the lakedbed as a whole over the last several decades is in no way comparable to (an) owner's sudden loss of property when a river violently changes course.""

The federal government owns approximately 70 percent of the lands surrounding the lake.

L.A. cops must get court OK before using battering ram

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court today refused to free Los Angeles police from having to get court approval before they use a motorized battering ram in carrying out searches or arrests.

The justices, without comment, let stand a California Superior Court ruling that police must obtain permission from a judge or magistrate before using the battering ram, a vehicle. Los Angeles Police Department officials said the state court's ruling creates "an unworkable situation" because officers must take the time to get court approval before "responding to rapidly changing situations."

Use of the battering ram was challenged after police knocked a large hole in a wall of a suburban Los Angeles house in early 1985. Police believed the residence was a "rock house" where a type of cocaine was being sold, and that the people inside were armed and dangerous.

According to the police department's appeal, rock houses often are equipped with steel bars on exterior windows and can be entered only through multiple steel doors.

Nation

Court rejects treatment order for ill faith healing believer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court today refused to order medical treatment for a woman with cancer who believes in faith healing.

The court, without comment, rejected arguments by Ohio officials that forcing the woman to undergo treatment would not violate her religious freedom because her beliefs are based on a psychotic delusion that she is married to a faith healer.

The Ohio Supreme Court last February ruled that Nancy Milton, a 33-year-old patient at the state-run Central Ohio Psychiatric Hospital, is not required to have surgery or other treatment for a tumor in her uterus because of her belief in faith healing.

Hospital officials, who say the tumor will be fatal if untreated, argued that Milton's beliefs are based on the delusion that she is married to the Rev. Lefty Jenkins, a faith healer and evangelist well known in central Ohio.

The state court said, "The fact that (she) has a longstanding delusion that she is Rev. Jenkins' wife and that will persist until her infirmities simply does not strip (her) of her constitutional rights to freely select and adhere to the religion of her choice."

6 dead, many without power after early New England snow

Ski resorts opened early and rising temperatures raised the threat of flooding as more than 200,000 people remained without electricity Monday after New England was battered by the earliest snowstorm of the century.

Six deaths were blamed on the weekend storm, which pummeled as high as 20 inches in New York's Catskills. Freezing temperatures extended deep into the South, while the West Coast was having a 100-degree heat wave.

Snow and fallen trees on roads made thousands of motorists stranded, and hundreds of New England's colorfull foliage spend an extra night in motels and inns. At Vermont's state Travel Division, officials wondered what impact the storm would have on the foliage season, which attracts 1 million people to the state between mid-September and mid-October.

"We have checked today and found that most all of the state's foliage was unaffected by the storm," said Bill Braun of the Travel Division.

"Of course, we are concerned about the perception," Braun said. "People in southern New England may have heard that there was this big storm in Vermont and think there is no foliage. Well, there is."
By Lawrence Anton

During the hot, dry months of summer, fire consumes thousands of acres of the nation's forests and wildlands. In a single afternoon last summer more than 1,000 fires were ignited by lightning, igniting an inferno that has been called the worst in history.

The U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management rely heavily on summer seasonal firefighters, many of whom are college students who play a vital role in protecting national forests and wildlands from fire. It's not unusual to be on a fire for weeks at a time, said Patrick Miller, a senior biology major who last six summers has worked as a firefighter for BLM.

When on a fire, Miller said, you're hauling not only the flames but also cold, hunger and fear.

"You have to sleep in the dirt, freeze to death at night, maybe go hungry for a couple of days, run out of drinking water."

"If you want to sleep, (to keep warm) you gotta sleep in the coals. You clear a space out in the coals, and you try to get there where it's warm enough, but where it won't burn you."

"It's a hardship, but it really draws people together," he said, adding that the contraband was one of the things he enjoys most about the job.

Miller was attached to a helicopter-attack crew that operates out of Bridgeport, Calif., where two years ago he became friends with Mike Driscoll, a junior biology major.

Driscoll began firefighting with the forest service three years ago at the urging of his father, a fire chief in Nevada.

"I find (firefighting) exciting," said Driscoll. "A lot of people wouldn't. They'd find it hard work because you're busting butts all day." As members of a helicopter-attack crew, Miller said, "We're on the first one (to arrive) because our response time is a lot faster." Usually two helicopters will be dropped in front of an advancing fire, clearing a path for the firefighters on the ground.

If the fire should grow too big for the initial attack crew to handle, Driscoll said, it would be their responsibility to call in for additional crews and to direct air-tanker drops of fire-retardant chemicals.

"Most of the fires we go on are projects with my classmates," said Driscoll. "They start out with one tree."

"It's like that, usually you can get away with it," he continued. See FIGHTERS, page 5

**INTRODUCING THE ATM CHECKING ACCOUNT.**

Only for ATM users. Only $3.50 a month.

Sound like your kind of banking?

It should if you do your day-to-day banking at ATMs. New Wells Fargo comes through with a special checking account for people who prefer the convenience of ATM banking.

The new ATM Checking Account gives you unlimited use of over 1,200 Express Stop automated teller machines, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Plus unlimited checkwriting with no per-check charges. And no minimum balance required. All for just $3.50 a month. And you can use your Wells Fargo ATM card for purchases and cash withdrawals at all participating ATMs.

So if you don't use the full services of your bank to make deposits and withdrawals, why pay the full service charge? Open an ATM Checking Account today. Only at Wells Fargo Bank.
The myths of marriage

By John M. Holpin

Problems in a relationship are not caused by a good or bad guy, just two ways of seeing a situation, a clinical psychologist said Wednesday.

Myths of marriage was the first in a series of topics discussed in "Making Marriage Work," a seminar taught by Steve and Cathy Brody with the Cal Poly Extension program.

Steve Brody, who holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology, said a Woody Allen film titled "Annie Hall" had a great idea. In one scene, Allen complains to his psychiatrist he isn't getting enough sex with his partner, actress Diane Keaton. In the same scene, Keaton complains to her analyst that Allen is an animal who wants sex all the time.

Allen's and Keaton's humor showed what was sufficient for one was too much for the other.

The Brodys contend a lasting relationship takes more than romantic intentions. It takes as much work as building a business, raising a child or earning a degree.

Communication problems do not limit to sex.

"A lasting relationship takes more than romantic intentions. It takes as much work as building a business, raising a child or earning a degree," said Driscoll.

Driscoll said one of the most interesting projects he was involved with last summer was one to save the Lahontan trout, an endangered species. They were trapped in a dying stream, he said, so the crew airlifted the trout out to another stream where they could survive.

However, both Miller and Driscoll prefer fighting fires. "Actually being on the line, on the edge of the fire, is the most exciting," said Driscoll. "It's a rush.

Although anyone can apply for forest service and BLM summer positions, most of the applicants are students, said Linda Fire, assistant fire program director for BLM. "Usually the people that do apply (for summer employment) are students," she said. "Because they're just field-type workers during the summer, works out with their education."

"I was transferred to L.A. within six months, because it was really glad when the headquarters moved to San Luis, because I love it here, and a year and a half ago I became vice president," said Griswold.

Rick Griswold is the regional director of the Alumni Association in San Luis Obispo, and he is also happy to have stayed on the Central Coast.

"I graduated with a NRM degree, but my work now has nothing to do with that," said Griswold, who owns San Luis Mailing Service. "After graduation (in 1981), I bought the business."

The 30-year-old married his high school sweetheart, who also graduated from Cal Poly, and they have two children.

"I grew up here in Norridge, but San Luis Obispo is the ideal place to settle down and raise a family," he said. "The pace is more livable, the people are friendlier and it's a smaller, intimate town. There may be more of a job market in the large cities, but you pay the price in smog and congestion.

Voila is a complete personal care service that offers everything from tandem bikes to maid care to massages. Its owner, Judy Tyner, received a degree from San Diego State in 1966 but then worked at Cal Poly for 12 years.

"While doing clerical work at Cal Poly, I grew to love this place," Tyner said. "I also took graduate classes here in 1975 and 1976. But at first it was a terrible culture shock, because I couldn't even buy a bathing suit in January here. That experience gave me the idea for Voila. I thought of things that I like that I can't get here."

Tyner opened the shop in 1985, then the "overwhelming response" forced her to move to its current location on Marsh Street.

"I had to create my own in-dustry here, and once the business bloomed and I survived the culture shock, I was able to think of things that I like that I can't get here."

Tyner is also happy to have stayed on the Central Coast.

"I was born and raised in Norridge, but San Luis Obispo is the ideal place to settle down and raise a family," he said. "The pace is more livable, the people are friendlier and it's a smaller, intimate town. There may be more of a job market in the large cities, but you pay the price in smog and congestion."

"While doing clerical work at Cal Poly, I grew to love this place," Tyner said. "I also took graduate classes here in 1975 and 1976. But at first it was a terrible culture shock, because I couldn't even buy a bathing suit in January here. That experience gave me the idea for Voila. I thought of things that I like that I can't get here."

Tyner opened the shop in 1985, then the "overwhelming response" forced her to move to its current location on Marsh Street.

"I had to create my own in-dustry here, and once the business bloomed and I survived the culture shock, I was able to think of things that I like that I can't get here."

Tyner is also happy to have stayed on the Central Coast.
The hunt is on
Placement Center helps to prepare students for that first job interview
By James Welch
Staff Writer

For many graduating students at Cal Poly, job searching brings with it a deep feeling of the unknown. "Unless you've done it before, there's the fear of going through it and not knowing what to expect," said Placement Center Director Rich Equinoa.

Some know what they want to do as a career but they don't know where to start. Others aren't even sure what they want to do or what they are capable of, Equinoa said.

The Placement Center is geared toward helping students realize their potential, teaching them the critical points of job searching and giving them an idea of what employers are looking for.

"We would like to think we have something to offer every graduate," said Equinoa.

The first task is to establish the interests of the student. Interests are evaluated with the help of an assessment worksheet, which is part of a placement manual put out by Cal Poly. Also found in the manual are listings of center services, job search reference publications, guidelines for resume writing and portfolios, interview tips, student employment services and on-campus interviews.

"The actual meeting with the employer is the final step, but so many hours prior to that time need to be devoted to preparation," Equinoa said.

Most of what the Placement Center offers is instructional and advisory. Equinoa said he can't tell an employer who to hire but he can give the student the skills required to get the job.

Job search strategy is the major preparatory task. Self-evaluation, goal development, market research, job search skill development and the actual job search are the five steps toward completing this strategy.

If this process is unclear, or if a student has problems getting started, it is time to come to the Placement Center, said Equinoa. "If someone is totally in the dark there are career counselors who can assist them."

The placement manual also lists the employment status of recent graduates. A survey is sent out in the fall to students who graduated the previous year. The manual has a chart broken down into majors, listing the number of graduates from that major in that specific year, the number of graduates responding to the survey, how many of them are employed full time, how many part time, how many are attending graduate school, how many are seeking employment and then...
SEAE's high mileage car

By James Welch

Imagine driving to Las Vegas without stopping. Not too impressive? What if the car only held one gallon of gas? Kian Kiani, 23, and his brother Sepehr, 19, can do just that. Last year they, along with Bob Wimber and Wendy Dinora, spent their free time working on a high mileage car.

The car, which weighs 150 pounds, can travel 757 miles on less than one gallon of gas. Sepehr, a mechanical engineering senior, built most of the engine, and then about three quarters building it," he said. The engine itself is a potpourri of parts, "We took parts from everything," said Kian. "There are parts from mopeds, Suzuki and Honda motorcycles, automobiles and bicycles."

The chassis is made of steel and the upper frame is made of wood. It is covered with an extra-light coating called monokote, which is what model airplanes are covered with. The car is steered by a joystick and there is a hand brake on the right side of the cockpit. An electric starter gets the car going. It will reach a speed of 25 mph.

As members of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), the foursome designed the car that took fifth place in the annual Super Mileage Design Competition, held in Sacramento in June. The event is sponsored by SAE and the Automotive Association of America (AAA).

During the competition 300 pounds are required between car and driver. Sepehr, the driver, had to carry a jug of water in his lap during the competition. The contest consisted of separate runs around the California Highway Patrol's training track. After each eight-mile run, mileage was calculated. A total of 12 schools and 15 cars were entered in the race. The Canadian teams, usually the best competitors, missed the competition.

Sacramento State, the host of the event, took first place with 1,971.99 mpg. Cal State Northridge, which entered two cars, took second and fourth places. "The schools that did the best had big sponsors behind them," said Kian. "Our budget was $700 compared to that of $5,000 of some schools."

"It was rough for us," said Kian. "Our budget was $700 compared to that of $5,000 of some schools."

"We doubted our mileage on every run," said Kian. "and I know that if we would have had the time to test we could have taken second place."

The car will be displayed Oct. 5-8 at the SAE Aerospace Technology Conference and Exhibition at the Long Beach Convention Center. "This is a huge national convention," said Kian, "and we're proud of the fact that our car is going to be there."

SAE club members build automobile that can travel 750 miles per gallon
Two great ways
to cruise through the semester.

The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most essential part of your education.
A Macintosh® computer
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away.

All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit your campus computer center and fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a Macintosh for a test drive.

Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, categorize elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall of pork belly prices, compile computer code, and talk to other computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a mouse, so to speak, will receive a free Apple® memo board.

So head over to your campus computer center today. And ask about our Student Financing Program. You may soon find yourself cruising a little farther than you expected.

Test drive a Macintosh.
You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.
He’s a clown ... 
He’s a nut ... 
He’s terrible ... 
and he’s Bob!

By Diane Wright

"Hi, we’re having a sale today," said Terrible Bob. "All the earings are 99 cents, anything on the back wall is $1.99, everything on the table is 5 cents except the sunglasses, which are all 99 cents." A customer can only wonder if anything in Terrible Bob’s store, besides the tie-dyed T-shirts, ever costs more than $1.99.

Bob Chazen, owner of Terrible Bob’s Earrings at 844 Monterey St., said he chose the word terrible because, "that’s what my mom always called me — terrible. Besides, my prices are terrible.

Terrible Bob has become quite well known in the 10 months his store has been open in San Luis Obispo. Chazen said he has talked on KADY radio occasionally in the past six months. A few weeks ago, he was asked not to continue his talks.

Terrible Bob has raised a few eyebrows because of some of his unconventional business practices. Chazen said he knows some of the other downtown merchants don’t like him, but their opinion doesn’t really matter to him.

"They don’t like me because Terrible Bob is a discounter; and I’m obnoxious," he said.

The appearance of Chazen and his store don’t give the impression of success. Looking at Chazen’s tie-dyed T-shirt and torn shoes, it would be hard to describe him as successful.

However Chazen said the number of sales he makes has put him in the top 1 percent of commissionable salespeople in California for the past three years.

"I sell a pair of sunglasses every five minutes I’m open," he said.

Terrible Bob says he makes a profit in the volume of business he does, not on the price. A young girl around age 10 came into his store and said it was the sixth time in two weeks she had been there.

Terrible Bob’s opens at 10 a.m. seven days a week, and closes in the evening when customers stop coming in. Chazen said in the summer he is usually open until about 11 p.m. because tourists are walking around and often wander into his store.

However, tourists comprise only about 20 percent of Terrible Bob’s business. He said about 80 percent of his customers are children and students.

His approach to doing business is that people don’t buy a product, they buy price. "For a town that has 15,000 students, the merchants are ignoring the students," he said.

Chazen’s business cards are yellow and green, and though faded, his store is yellow and green also. He said that is no accident. He chose yellow and
BOB
From page 9

green because they are Cal Poly's colors. Chazen said he knows what students want. "I used to let the kids write my orders," he said. How terrible Bob receives his orders is equally unusual.

Chazen used to receive his orders around 11:30 a.m. on Thursdays at his store. He discovered that the same United Parcel Service truck would be driving down Higuera Street at 9:30 a.m.

Now, every Thursday, Terrible Bob walks to Higuera Street and waits for the UPS truck to come. When he sees the truck coming, he runs into the street, holds up his thumb and makes a rooster call. The UPS truck stops and gives Terrible Bob his shipment which he carries back to his store. "I get my order sooner than that way," he said.

Chazen's business techniques have not always been so unconventional. He worked for Sav-On Drug store for 15 years in Los Angeles, where he was born. His father owns a large car agency and Chazen said that may have given him some desire to go into sales, although he never wanted to sell used cars.

After a divorce, he answered an ad in a newspaper for a traveling costume jewelry salesman. He traveled through Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas for nine years selling jewelry to J.C. Penney Co. Chazen said he wore a suit every day.

Chazen came back to California selling jewelry in the San Joaquin Valley and San Luis Obispo. He said he sold costume jewelry to Put-Ons, Up Your Alley, Joans, Connections, Ann's and Rileys in San Luis Obispo.

Chazen opened Terrible Bob's in San Luis because he was selling twice as much jewelry in San Luis Obispo on Fridays than he was selling in the San Joaquin Valley Monday through Thursday.

Chazen says everything in life has a funny side. "I don't see any bad in anything," he said. He doesn't laugh at others, only at himself. "Laughing at yourself is funny. The biggest joke is it's no fun to be middle-aged," he said, pointing at his balding head and stomach.

"The reason people are in business is to make a profit," he said. His lease is almost up, and he runs into the street, holds up his thumb and makes a rooster call. The UPS truck stops and waits for the UPS truck to come. "I get my order sooner than that way," he said. He doesn't laugh at others, only at himself. "Laughing at yourself is funny. The biggest joke is it's no fun to be middle-aged," he said, pointing at his balding head and stomach.

"The reason people are in business is to make a profit," he said. His lease is almost up, and he can rent a building in Bakersfield that is four times the size of his current store for less money.

Exactly when he will move, he's not sure. "Maybe the end of October," he said. But I don't have a friend, I don't have a girlfriend. I don't know which is more important, maybe the girlfriend, but I'm talking a point here—big deal."

Terrible Bob figures he will probably be as happy in Bakersfield as he is here. "I like me. I'm a good person, a nice person and I have character," he said.

J O B S
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miscellaneous category.

The latest numbers are impressive, Equinoa said. Of the graduates responding to the survey, 83 percent are employed full time, 3 percent are part time employees, 11 percent are attending graduate school and 2 percent are still searching for a job. "The survey is a very positive feedback as to how well our graduates are doing," said Equinoa.

One of the most popular services the center offers is on-campus interviewing. "We will typically host over 500 organizations each year," said Equinoa.

This number tends to fluctuate with the state of the economy. In a recession fewer companies show up. In a boom, the center gets a lot more companies.

"The number of students taking part has leveled off in the last few years," said Equinoa. "However, it has leveled off at a very high number."

The best advice for students in the job market is to look at it from the employer's point of view, said Equinoa. "Essentially there are two questions an employer has about a perspective employee. What is this person bringing to our business and where do they fit in?"
Poly takes seventh at Stanford invite

By Julia Williams

At the end of Sunday's game, the Cal Poly women's soccer team trailed UCLA, 2-0, but the score did not reflect the inconsistency off-field and playing.

SOCcer

The Mustangs came out strong with an early breakaway run and shot on goal by Tami Smogor. Cal Poly kept up the pressure and had many opportunities to score throughout the first half, but a couple of tough breaks saw SOCCER, page 12

STANFORD — Despite being bogged down at the start of the Stanford Invitational and never fully recovering, the Cal Poly women's cross-country team was able to salvage a seventh-place finish.

Glades Prieur, defending Division I National champion, was the first Lady Mustang across the line. She finished 19th, five seconds behind the winner.

"The teams that got out at the start set up early and ran with a clear view of the course," he said.

The problem for us was an early sluggish, methodical pace off the line, and at 400 meters we found five of us running in the back of the pack.

Prieur, Kris Katterhagen, Tema Colorens and Noreen DeDennarttseck each posted several runners in the last 600 meters.

"We can correct the mistakes that we made easily," Harter said. "It's not the end of the world and we set up to run with almost any- look for it in the works to come.

STANFORD INVITATIONAL

Top Cal Poly finishers:

Glades Prieur (19th, 17.46), Tema Colorens (31st, 18.01), Pauline Stehly (33rd, 18.03), Noreen DeDennarttseck (46th, 18.21), Kris Katterhagen (52nd, 18.24), Sherry Minkler (55th, 18.29), Becky Naber (69th, 18.50).

Mikes DAILY/Mustang Daily

Questionable calls give UCLA 2-0 triumph

By Cal Poly's Janet Vanosse attempts to keep the ball inbounds.

Mike SEAMAN/Mustang Daily

Greek News

ALPHA UPIILON LITTLE SISTER RUSH

ALPHA UPIILON LITTLE SISTER RUSH AND A NEW BEGINNING ON OUR SILVER ANNIVERSARY.


LAMBDA CHI ALPHA LITTLE SISTER RUSH

TUES 10/6 AT 7PM 453 LAUGHS AT 4 HOUSE AT 541-5076. WE COULD NOT BE HAPPIER WITH THE LITTLE SISTERS. THE RUSH WAS HELD AT THE LAMBDA CHI ALPHA HOUSE IN COMMUNITY ROOM AND THE RUSH WAS HELD AT THE LAMBDA CHI ALPHA HOUSE.

I'm still running. For us to run, we need to have a clear path to the finish line. No headphones. Call Jake at El Corral 544-8026.

I'm still typing. For work, you can trust, call Susie. 528-7805. Thanks.

ASSOCIATION OF MARKETERS — FT. Bowers. 10/6 at 6 in B&B 113. Call 544-8026.

ASU Films Wants You!

Are you a movie lover? Do you have a project or script you'd like to develop? Come to ASU Films’ new location and meet the team.group of filmmakers focused on creating student films and engaging the campus community.

ASU Films is looking for members interested in participating in the following areas:

- Screenwriting: Create compelling narratives
- Directing: Bring stories to life on-screen
- Acting: Embark on character journeys
- Production: Collaborate on film projects
- Editing: Fine-tune the visual and auditory aspects of films

ASU Films offers opportunities for students to gain valuable experience and develop essential skills in the film industry. Join us to

- Network with fellow filmmakers
- Develop new creative projects
- Showcase your work at local film festivals

Join us at the new ASU Films location to learn more about the club and how you can get involved. Contact ASU Films at 544-9520 or email asufilms@calpoly.edu.

ASSOCIATION OF MARKETERS - FT. Bowers. 10/6 at 6 in B&B 113. Call 544-8026.
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ASSOCIATION OF MARKETERS - FT. Bowers. 10/6 at 6 in B&B 113. Call 544-8026.
Rain and cold fail to slow Mustangs

Mike Livingston was the first Mustang to cross the line. He finished 19th, 33 seconds behind the winner. Livingston managed the top-20 finish despite falling at the half-mile mark. The runner just ahead of him fell while making a turn, tripping Livingston in the process.

After recovering, Livingston was able to pass teammate Christopher Craig, who had led the Mustangs most of the race, in the last 100 yards. Craig finished 26th, just six seconds behind Livingston.

Soccer

From page 11 made it hard to rally back. The Mustangs were called on a hand ball in their own penalty box, giving UCLA a free penalty shot on goal. The attempt was successful, putting the Mustangs behind 1-0.

Then, a questionable Brain breakdown resulted in a one-on-one confrontation with Cal Poly goalie Andie Schoppe. It resulted in another UCLA goal.

"We just gave up, expecting the offside to be called but there was never a whistle," said head coach Robert Rendon. "The officials was so inconsistent you couldn't count on anything." In the second half, Rendon was given a red card and ejected from the game for arguing over what he felt was another inconsistent and unfair call against his team.

It seemed to represent the Mustangs' frustration on the field.

"We weren't playing up to our potential," he said. "We're stronger than that and it just wasn't shown." Schoppe made some tremendous saves on shots that seemed destined to reach the back of the net. Halfbacks Meg Harding and Lisa Best played with great intensity throughout the game despite the wilting heat, as did freshman forward Joanne Huggins.

"I thought we were the better team, but there was a lack of communication and we missed some great opportunities because of it," said Huggins.

Best said: "UCLA is our biggest rival and it was terrible out there because I don't think they came here to play soccer. I think they just wanted to fight." The Lady Mustangs, 1-1 in league after an easy win over Loyola Marymount on Saturday, will face Cal State Northridge and San Diego State on the road this weekend.

"It was a fast start," said sweeper Kathy Waldal. "We had our chance (Saturday) (UCLA) the first weekend. But we're not worried. We are gonna be tough to beat again."